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Attachments:

Hi,
Please find below a few comments in regards to the changes highlighted during the August 26th webinar pertaining to
the settlement statements.


Manual Line items:
I understand that with the new Settlement redesign, Manual Lines (ML) items will now be treated as
automated settlement records (DP) with additional columns and supporting data where applicable. I
would like to take the opportunity to provide some suggestions that would be helpful to Market
Participants in identifying potential future adjustments. I have recently communicated with Abdi
Mohamed from IESO regarding a Historical Adjustment for RT‐GCG (cc183) for period 2016‐2017. What
I gathered is that these charges were charged and reversed in the same month in 2016 ‐ 2017 but then
following the MACD investigation were charged again in 2021. Would it be possible for IESO to flag such
transactions, that are subject to re‐adjustment and pending investigation, as part of the DP/MP columns
and/or as an adjustment on the invoice and/or through other methods such as email notices to
MPs. Please find email attached for more details.



New Charge Types (break‐out of dispatchable energy settlement in 4 charge types):
Since the Energy charge types will now be split by Generators, Loads, Imports and Exports. Will be MW
columns such as “AQEW” and “AQEI” display the actual MW injected and withdrawn, it’s my
understanding that those are net values currently displayed?

Thank you.
Morgini Krishnaraj
Regional Manager, Settlement & Structured Transactions
Gestionnaire régional, Règlement de marché et transactions structurées
North America / Amérique du Nord
Brookfield Renewable / Énergie Brookfield
41 Victoria Street., Gatineau, QC J8X 2A1
www.brookfieldrenewable.com
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